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Opinions on the Growth Market (1/3)
Listing
 It is too early to tighten the initial listing criteria because we have just transitioned to the new market segments. 

However, the council should consider the future of listing especially in regard to the stimulation of TOKYO PRO 
Market (TPM) and the establishment of a secondary market for unlisted stocks.

 Tightening listing criteria would not be supportive to the regeneration of industry.
 Stricter criteria could encourage the participation of institutional investors that will support growth after listing.
 Even at this point, we should make it known that larger IPOs are preferable.

1

Promoting Growth after Listing
 It is possible that there are companies who at IPO only raised funds equivalent to about 10% of the market cap, 

and those companies have been listed not for growth but just so that existing shareholders can exit their positions.
 Setting limits on the amount or the ratio of secondary distribution is a possible solution.
 However, it is necessary to consider this issue along with the establishment of a secondary market for unlisted 

shares, as it will cause problems such as the loss of opportunities for venture capitalists to exit.

 Only about 14% of companies conduct public offerings after listing, and both investors and companies have a 
negative perception of capital increases, including those for growth investing. This perception needs to be corrected.
 Requiring disclosure of financing plans for growth investing is a possible solution.

 The criterion for continued listing (market capitalization of at least JPY 4 billion after 10 years of listing) should be 
stricter to promote growth.
 The criteria could be modified in stages: at a point 5 years after listing and then 10 years after listing.

 For the time being, it is important to analyze the impact of the end of transitional measures, and it is not practical to 
hastily tighten the criteria for continued listing.
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Disclosure and IR, etc.
 TSE should encourage and inspire companies listed on the Growth Market to grow by sharing best practices in 

disclosure and IR, and by raising managers’ awareness in a school-like environment.
 Companies listed on the Growth Market seem to lack opportunities to promote their value and growth potential. 

TSE should consider providing them with more opportunities.

TOKYO PRO Market (TPM)
 TPM could be used as one of the options in an ecosystem that supports startups.
 It could be regarded as a gateway before stepping up to the Growth Market or other public markets.
 It could be utilized to meet demand for secondary trading of unlisted stocks.

 However, the fact that almost no trading is currently taking place is a problem.
 The reality of what TPM is being used for should be investigated.
 To improve liquidity, it is necessary to develop professional investors comparable to those in the U.S. and 

Europe.

Voting Class Shares
 There was a lot of debate regarding the fair and equal treatment of shareholders, and this topic should be 

discussed further while considering the companies' intentions in issuing voting class shares and the investors' 
intentions in investing in them.

 Investors may not be totally against voting class shares but there are issues related to the protection of minority 
shareholders' rights, which should be addressed by improving governance and disclosure.

 There is no need to force companies to issue voting class shares, and they can maintain their current situation.
 In addition to issuing voting class shares, the ratio set as the criterion for tradable share ratio (25%) could be 

lowered in consideration of the founder's right to control the company.
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Future Actions
 Companies listed on the Growth Market could be surveyed regarding topics such as issues after listing.
 Institutional investors could be interviewed regarding the reasons they do not invest in companies listed on the 

Growth Market. Issues other than size should be investigated and the companies should be encouraged to respond 
to the results.

 Interviews could be held with startups, venture capitalists, and others to find out how they feel about the system, 
criteria, conditions, etc. of the Growth Market, while keeping global perspectives in mind.

Plans Based on The Recent Discussion 

 At the last council meeting, to further demonstrate the functions and role of the Growth Market, a number of issues 
related to listing, supporting growth after listing, disclosure and IR, the use of TOKYO PRO Market (TPM), and 
other topics were discussed.

 We would like to discuss each of these issues in the future, while conducting surveys among companies listed on 
the Growth Market and interviews with institutional investors, venture capitalists, startups, and others.
Note: The survey will be designed to inquire about issues that companies listed on the Growth Market are facing 

after listing in terms of fundraising, investment for growth, disclosure and IR, as well as other issues that TSE 
should address.
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